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I appreciate you accepting my invitation. I understand Mr. Icahn
has donated. I am not sure my help would be useful. I would be
surprised to learn my support helped Mr. Romney. Please let me
know if you think I could help.

8:56 AM

Mr. Lincoln's invasion of the South was illegal, unconstitutional,
and immoral. You have an opportunity to right wrongs.

I recently began using WeChat.

Please let me know if you require further explanation. There is a
Republican I know from Brooklyn who might be a useful go
between.

1:24 PM

Remember Uncle Tom's visit to Berlin? Might anyone remember
the Don's visit to 池袋?

3:28 PM

We ought to make this a dialogue. The phrase super delegates
has been used.

1:59 PM

Now I know why. I'm sure Mr. Cock can explain.
3:06 PM

Regarding my request that we right some wrongs, one idea would
be if Georgia, Maine, Texas, and Utah secede, and form a
confederation using Bitcoin. No Confederal Reserve. I pick those
states because of my history. I do not care which states secede,
but the monetary system should not perpetuate economic slavery.
If Mexican or Canadian provinces want to secede and join the
confederation, they should be encouraged, particularly border
provinces.

Federal real property should be surrendered at no cost to the
seceding state or province. The Federal government may take
moveable property, chattels, but fixtures remain. States or
provinces must approve Federal government leases. The
seceding state or province sets the schedule and terms for the
phase out of Federal assistance.

If any of the seceding states or provinces want something from
me, I would be glad to help, e.g. visit. Then again, perhaps they
might prefer my family and I not visit! :-)

In the past, people in your position ignore me, hoping I will go
away, or become marginalised. Then an Event occurs, many die. I
am trying to stop the killing. I hope we can cooperate.

8:27 AM
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